Keeping Cities Safe
And Citizens Protected
The world's leading end-to-end safe city provider

Delivering real-time situational awareness and ensuring the safety and security of people, critical
assets and operations.

Advanced protection against crime, vandalism, and civil unrest
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. Collecting data from a variety of sensors, and storing for processing
Fusing, ﬁltering, and applying advanced analytics to the collected data to identify the most relevant information
. while ﬂagging abnormalities
.Visualizing relevant information using multiple layers to increase situational awareness

Gain Real-Time Control over Your City
Magal S3 Safe and Secure City Solution helps law enforcement agencies monitor public areas, accurately detect incidents early on,
track suspects, and respond faster through analysis of unusual activity patterns. The solution stands out with two important
innovations: the fusing of data from multiple sources to identify real incidents, and the integration of many types of sensors,
subsystems and applications into one comprehensive solution, to better protect cities against crime, terrorism, and civil unrest.
Magal S3 enables municipalities to stay ahead of every accelerating and diverse incident in their domain, engage with communities
in a meaningful manner and respond to law enforcement expectations. The Safe and Secure City Solution provides invaluable
detection and investigation tools to constantly improve performance.

Native Video Analytics

Real Time Data Analytics

Fortis 4G Command & Control

Video Synopsis and suspect search

License Plate Recognition

Connectivity to all sensor types

Face recognition

Access control

Powerful GIS engine

Crowd management

Biometric identiﬁcation

Video Management System (VMS)

Suspicious or unattended objects

Drones and quadcopters

Mobile device accessibility

Illegal parking

Thermal imaging

Role-based permissions and security

ADVANCED CAPABILITIES:
Integrated decision support systems and responder's applications
Data Analysis applications for quick and accurate real-time response.
Policy-based scenario management, automatically or manually executed in any given event.
Rule-based engine for workﬂow management in compliance with organizational structure and responsibilities.
Supervisor dedicated views that include sophisticated dashboards, a web-based portal and special reporting tools.
Enhanced incident investigation, based on historical data and cross-reference analysis.

About MAGAL
Magal S3 is a leading international provider of solutions and
products for physical and cyber security, as well as safety and site
management. Over the past 45 years, Magal S3 has delivered
tailor-made security solutions and turnkey projects to hundreds of
satisﬁed customers in over 80 countries - under some of the most
challenging conditions.
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